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Going home for the holidays will give interested students an opportunity during Christmas week to make plans for "spreading the game" among high school acquaintances. Even if formal organizations have not yet been formed at the various high schools in the area, it is probable that some individuals interested in football have been formed and are working out informal plans at this time. It is not too late, therefore, for interested students to form a plan and bring it back with them when they graduate.

Freshmen and sophomores will be called upon to do most of this work. It is to be supposed that they will be able to secure an acquaintance with high school students. The up-bordering class is often the most successful in such an undertaking, but it may be that any one of the classes will be able to do it. The men who will be able to help out in this work are those who have entwicked the habit of asking questions and getting information. They should be able to help out in this direction.

The Thresher has arranged to have every name turned in on its mailing list, and copies of the paper will be sent out to each of the forty or fifty names during the Christmas time.

University of Kansas—That the university from Texas met recently with the University of Kansas—Thieves entered the college. The name of the organization is "Rice's Itotusrous Pawnbrokers." These gentlemen wear fashionable tailor-made, maintenance of various color and black suits.

The observer has seen that every Rice student was at the Central-Magpie game Saturday evening for no other reason than to see the amount of spirit that was manifested by both schools. The observer is of the opinion that many a Rice student could take lessons from these high school students. Everything was in unison, even in the three thousand students who kept in perfect harmony.

Our Dallas: That there may be those in this world that can find out, if it differs with a woman. Some women are so timid that they always are several years shy of when it occurs to giving their age. That the women who can look at it in a newspaper without working what came out in, is a fresh. That the life work of a woman will be marvelously just until the woman is in getting a position of marriage, which is to talk about herself in a pleasant way. That it is not the less of women who does not possess the creative faculty; and you are someone of us in making it a fresh as to being the same at the same time.

On the woman with a large mouth has one advantage over her less formed sister, she is able to be heard at the same time.

The president of Rice to the student is how many times a fellow has received.
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Observations

By The Observer

We have a new organization of Rice made up of our democratic society. The name of the organization is "Rice's Itotusrous Pawnbrokers." These gentlemen wear fashionable tail coat, maintenance of various color and black suits.

The observer was greeted at every Rice student was at the Central-Magpie game Saturday evening for no other reason than to see the amount of spirit that was manifested by both schools. The observer is of the opinion that many a Rice student could take lessons from these high school students. Everything was in unison, even in the three thousand students who kept in perfect harmony.

Our Dallas: That there may be those in this world that can find out, if it differs with a woman. Some women are so timid that they always are several years shy of when it occurs to giving their age. That the women who can look at it in a newspaper without working what came out in, is a fresh. That the life work of a woman will be marvelously just until the woman is in getting a position of marriage, which is to talk about herself in a pleasant way. That it is not the less of women who does not possess the creative faculty; and you are someone of us in making it a fresh as to being the same at the same time.

On the woman with a large mouth has one advantage over her less formed sister, she is able to be heard at the same time.

The president of Rice to the student is how many times a fellow has received.
Christmas Gifts For Men and Young Men

Green & Bridges
312 Main Street

The First National Bank of Houston
HOUSTON, TEXAS

CAPITAL ... $2,000,000.00
SURPLUS ... $500,000.00
DEPOSITS ... $23,000,000.00

The world has no more use for a man without money than you have for a lantern without oil. Both are worthless when most wanted.

The Guaranty National Bank
CAPITAL $200,000.00
Hermann Building 206 Main Street
HOUSTON, TEXAS

W. C. Munn Company
"Campus Togs"

"Campus Togs" is a brand that means more than merely a suit of clothes...

EASILY DESCRIBED:
High Grade Patterns
High Grade Materials
High Grade Models
High Grade Tailoring
They fulfill all requirements
FIT — STYLE — COLORS
You can demand nothing more

Suits With One Pair Trousers
Suits With Two Pair Trousers
$37.50
$45.00

Bostonians Famous Shoes for Men
For the Holidays—The extensive selection of Winter Shoes at our store will be a delight to buy from, as most of the patterns that are now are here. And they're reasonably priced.

The "Newton"

$10 THE PAIR

In Tan Scotch Grain Calf
In Tan Norwegian Calf
In Black Ebony Calf

HOSIERY

The assortment of new patterns in winter hosiery at our store is most varied. You'll find checks, mitredes and many other combinations in silk, silk-and
wool, and all wool.

Priced 50c to $2.50

SLIPPERS'

Those cold mornings make a pair of warm ones
In Felt $1.25 to $3.00
In Leather $3.00 to $7.00

Tuffly & Scoggin's Shoe Co. 

Sale of Gift Neckwear

85c
$1.15
$1.35

Those seeking Christmas gifts for men will find this a saving opportunity. A most interesting collection of fine Silk, Norwegian Wool, and Cashmere is offered in an endless variety of patterns and colors
at reduced prices.

Gift Suggestions

Boots—They are gifts that give comfort and pleasure. Men's Blister Boots, feature values, $11.45, $13.65, $15.00.

Headscarves—Initial Boxed Headscarves, limited to the two sets, $1.30 to $2.00.

Belts and Buckle Sets—Gentleman's combination belt, double overlay buckle that can be exchanged to suit desire, in gift boxes, $1.25, $1.75.

Sakowitz Bros
On Main at Preston

In Tan Scotch Grain Calf
In Tan Norwegian Calf
In Black Ebony Calf
Then you are entitled to wear a derby - looks good with proper cluett peabody have not the liberty collar was up to three years ago.

To make you a jelly bean but you will see that all the boys clothing store and we don't wear those high ways pants.

The used to wear them at home but they were afraid of a hard rain and that made it all right. If you dress in your color better.

Then you are entitled to wear them there when under your tip. Maybe you think that a pressed collar uniform is what generally it looks.

But don't forget that you will see that all the boys clothing store and we don't wear those high ways pants.

Cracked Gas

When cracked gasoline was first placed on the market it met with much opposition, part at least of which was due to lack of experience with the product. It was seen that cracked gasoline, particularly if it contained a tendency to deposit gummi and tar substances in engines, and in some cases in ag units, gasoline has usually been attributed to polymerization of the unsaturated hydrocarbons present. One theory is that the stillness themselves will not here come, but that the latter are due to the presence of colloids. Information has been notably lacking as to the nature, origin and method of formation of these gummy substances, two of the questions asked about them follow: Are the gums all of the same character? Are they similar to the essential resins, or are they possibly allied to the resins of commerce which are derived from the terpenes? How should the amount of carbon in a given sample of gasoline be determined? How much, if any, is present in motor gasolines? How much in aviation gasolines? The results of a general investigation are contained in Beilstein 56, which may be obtained from the Bureau of Mines, Washington, D.C.

Brighton Young University—Professor of Physics. They have given the fund which will be loaned to deserving students are almost competing.

Polymerization of the unsaturated hydrocarbons has usually been attributed to polymerization of the unsaturated hydrocarbons present. One theory is that the stillness themselves will not here come, but that the latter are due to the presence of colloids. Information has been notably lacking as to the nature, origin and method of formation of these gummy substances, two of the questions asked about them follow: Are the gums all of the same character? Are they similar to the essential resins, or are they possibly allied to the resins of commerce which are derived from the terpenes? How should the amount of carbon in a given sample of gasoline be determined? How much, if any, is present in motor gasolines? How much in aviation gasolines? The results of a general investigation are contained in Beilstein 56, which may be obtained from the Bureau of Mines, Washington, D.C.

When cracked gasoline was first placed on the market it met with much opposition, part at least of which was due to lack of experience with the product. It was seen that cracked gasoline, particularly if it contained a tendency to deposit gummi and tar substances in engines, and in some cases in ag units, gasoline has usually been attributed to polymerization of the unsaturated hydrocarbons present. One theory is that the stillness themselves will not here come, but that the latter are due to the presence of colloids. Information has been notably lacking as to the nature, origin and method of formation of these gummy substances, two of the questions asked about them follow: Are the gums all of the same character? Are they similar to the essential resins, or are they possibly allied to the resins of commerce which are derived from the terpenes? How should the amount of carbon in a given sample of gasoline be determined? How much, if any, is present in motor gasolines? How much in aviation gasolines? The results of a general investigation are contained in Beilstein 56, which may be obtained from the Bureau of Mines, Washington, D.C.

The engagement of Howard Duggan '22, and Miss Elizabeth Dugan will entertain the bride's guests at a bridge-shoot with a miscellaneous floor Saturday.

Bridal Duggan Esq. has returned from C.J. A. and will be in Houston on the evening of the wedding. She is staying with her mother.

Arizona will visit all members of the Arizona Rice Club on the evening of the wedding.